Luna™ is Lighting up the World for Young Eyes During
the Darkness of Lockdown
Infomercial series teaches children how to maximise
the benefits of light in their daily lives
London 3 February 2021: A new series of informercials has been launched to help young
people and their caregivers to understand the importance of light to their wellbeing, and how
to take simple and effective steps to improve their exposure to positive sources of light.
Introduced by the Age of Light Innovations Group, in association with concerned
manufacturers, the series is hosted by a character named Luna and explains the science
behind light, the importance of paying attention to light, and gives practical suggestions
which can be implemented at no cost. The series is in response to the growing concern
about the impact of screens, which is compounded by the impact of the lockdown during
winter which is reducing children’s exposure to natural light, causing physical and emotional
harm which if not countered, will lead to long term negative impacts on the children, their
families and society at large.
People are spending an average of 90% of their time indoors. That’s nine whole years of a
10 year old’s life. A growing body of research points to the devastating impact of life under
artificial light on physical and mental health, not only in the short term but for generations to
come. However, as children increasingly study, socialise and entertain within the home and
online, the obvious solution - to ‘switch off’ - is simply not an option. Research from the
Royal College of Paediatricians found 35% of children said screen time had a negative effect
on their mental health. A central challenge for parents is helping children to understand that
screen time is impacting their wellbeing, why, and what to do about it for themselves.
The Luna™ Go Lightly series was conceived by Dr Shelley James, Founder of the Age of
Light Innovation Group and is supported by industry leaders Fagerhult, Signify, Seoul
Semiconductor, with additional medical scientific validation by a number of experts. The first
series of Luna informercials is a set of 5 videos each at sub 40 seconds in duration, and
have been formatted to be seen on Youtube, TikTok, and Instagram where children watch
their entertainment. The videos feature simple text, bright images, catchy music and of
course kittens and puppies. Each episode shares one key message for example that the
probability of wearing reading glasses later in life can be impacted by getting just 80 minutes
of daylight every day.
Dr Shelley James explains, “It turns out that small changes to lighting can make a massive
difference to the health, happiness and ability to learn of a child. But so much information out
there seems alarmist or confusing - and sometimes just plain wrong. I'm on a mission to
change that with Luna™ Go Lightly and a series of videos which our focus group kids have
found to be cool and fun. The idea is to let children learn without them even being aware that
they are being taught.”
The Luna™ Go Lightly series brings together a concerned and committed community of
manufacturers, the world’s leading scientists and professionals from the health, education
and lighting sectors. Central to the work is the impact of light on circadian rhythms; the

biological, mental and child's environment. The Luna™ series shares with children about
how they can harness their body clock to get better marks at school and how they can get
their homework done by being asleep. On the practical side the Age of Light Innovations
Group and partners are sharing notes to parents about the impact of high flicker bulbs and
resources on how to light rooms for work, rest and play.
Commenting on why they supported the Luna™ Go Lightly initiative Henrik Clausen from
Fagerhult said, “Light is a part of every child’s everyday life. Many of us where brought up
and taught “Not to play with the light!” And during the energy crises in the 1970 the focus on
“Turning off the light” was dramatic, which still has an impact on us today. Many children are
not allowed to experiment and to play with the light, and children learn through play.
Fagerhult loves the Luna initiative because it brings joy and playfulness back into the world
of light. We hope that Luna™ can be like an older friend on the platforms they are using,
helping them to learn and make smarter decisions on their own.”
Marc Juarez, European Technical and Marketing Director of Seoul Semiconductor,
commented, “Multiple research studies have shown a profound effect of artificial light
sources on patterns of human sleep, alertness, performance, and health. Seoul
Semiconductor is committed to providing a healthy light with our ‘SunLike’ technology where
the sunlight spectrum can be reproduced indoors for better immunity, better eye and better
study. As an LED industry leader we want to help children to understand the importance of
light on their world, how they can make smart choices, and Luna™ provides an accessible
non-corporate educator to our children and their caregivers.”
Richard Garrett is the Marketing Manager for Signify OEM division in the UK. As a supporter
of our first series Richard said, “Our connection between light & well-being has been a point
of significant scientific study for decades. As our understanding grows and we learn more
about our relationship with light, it is essential that we continue to educate ourselves and
most importantly the exceptional young minds currently in a full-time education setting.
Luna™ really helps us build a strong and relevant platform to ensure that we can enhance
the awareness of this important topic amongst children, educators & parents.”
The Luna™ Go Lightly series will debut with 5 episodes in February, which will appear on
social media. The series is intended to help children to make more informed decisions, and
at the same time there will be more information available to parents on the new generation of
simple, sustainable, healthy ’human-centred’ lighting solutions which are within reach of
cash-strapped schools, hospitals - and homes.
The videos can be seen here - http://bit.ly/luna0golightly
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About Age of Light Innovations Group.
Dr Shelley James is the Founder and Managing Director of the Age of Light Innovations Group.
Shelley has a PhD from the Royal College of Art, speaks fluent French, and is an international expert
on light and well-being. She recently appeared on the award-winning BBC series Innovations that
Changed the World and on the webinar series the Neuroscience of Light that attracted over 800

guests from all over the world. Current clients include Glaxo Smithkline, the Royal Society of British
Sculptors and Bristol University. She is the technical consultant for the PHOS Light Tribe.
http://www.ageoflightinnovations.com
About Fagerhult
Originated in the dark Swedish forest, the importance of light is crucial to us. For 75 years, the same
principles remain: developing sustainable, professional lighting solutions that help everyday activities.
We know that light affect us visually, emotionally and biologically. When these aspects are in perfect
harmony, we truly provide enhancing and smart lighting experiences for people - at school, the office,
retail areas or hospitals both indoor and outdoor.
Our lighting knowledge, in combination with a wide range of innovative and energy efficient lighting
solutions, makes us a natural partner for the entire project. Fagerhult is a part of the Fagerhult Group,
one of Europe's leading lighting companies with 4,700 employees in 28 countries around the world.
https://www.fagerhult.com. Contact Emma.pantzar@fagerhult.se
About Signify [Euronext: LIGHT]
Signify is the world leader in lighting for professionals, consumers and lighting for the Internet of
Things. Our energy efficient lighting products, systems and services enable our customers to enjoy a
superior quality of light, and make people’s lives safer and more comfortable, businesses more
productive and cities more livable.
With 2019 sales of EUR 6.2 billion, approximately 36,000 employees and a presence in over 70
countries, we’re unlocking the extraordinary potential of light for brighter lives and a better
world.https://www.signify.com/en-gb, contact Richard.Garrett@signify.com
About Seoul Semiconductor
Seoul Semiconductor is the world’s second-largest global LED manufacturer, a ranking excluding the
captive market, and has more than 14,000 patents. Based on a differentiated product portfolio, Seoul
offers a wide range of technologies, and mass produces innovative LED products for indoor and
outdoor lighting, automotive, IT products, such as mobile phone, computer displays, and other
applications. The company’s world’s first technologies are becoming LED industry standard and
leading global market with a package-free LED, WICOP; a high-voltage AC-driven LED, Acrich; a LED
with 10X the output of a conventional LED, nPola; a ultraviolet clean technology LED, Violeds; an all
direction light emitting technology, filament LED; a natural spectrum LED, SunLike; and more. For
more information, please visit www.seoulsemicon.com/en. Contact Marc.juarez@seoulsemicon.com

